Motivation: p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (p38 MAPK) activation plays an important role in resistance to chemotherapeutic cytotoxic drugs in treating Multiple Myeloma (MM). However, how the p38 MAPK signaling pathway is involved in drug resistance, in particular the roles that the various p38 isoforms play, remains largely unknown. Method: To explore the underlying mechanisms, we developed a novel systems biology approach by integrating liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry and reverse phase protein array data from human MM cell lines with computational pathway models in which the unknown parameters were inferred using a proposed novel algorithm called Modularized Factor Graph. Results: New mechanisms predicted by our models suggest that combined activation of various p38 isoforms may result in drug resistance in MM via regulating the related pathways including ERK pathway and NFкB pathway. ERK pathway regulating cell growth is synergistically regulated by p38δ isoform, whereas NFкB pathway regulating cell apoptosis is synergistically regulated by p38α isoform. This finding that p38δ isoform promotes the phosphorylation of ERK1/2 in MM cells treated with Bortezomib was validated by Western blotting. Based on the predicted mechanisms we further screened drug combinations in silico and found that a promising drug combination targeting ERK1/2 and NFκB might reduce the effects of drug resistance in MM cells. This study provides a framework of systems biology approach to studying drug resistance and drug combination selection.
INTRODUCTION
Multiple Myeloma (MM), as the second most common hematologic malignancy with about 15,000 new cases per year in USA, remains incurable with a median survival of 4-7 years (Younes, et al., 2007) . The relapse of disease and resistance to treatment cannot be avoided, while recent advances in novel therapeutics keep producing promising clinical response (Hideshima, et al., 2007) .
The p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (p38 MAPK) signaling pathway is known to play a key role in many cellular responses including apoptosis, cell cycle regulation, induction of expression of cytokine genes, and cellular differentiation (Marderosian, et al., 2006) . More recently, p38 MAPK has been shown to have a central role in resistance to chemotherapeutic agents (Guo, et al., 2008; Hideshima, et al., 2003) . To date, four isoforms of the p38 MAPK family have been identified: p38 , p38 , p38 and p38 . Activation of various p38 isoforms may determine cell fate after drug treatment. Previous research has shown that the activation of particular p38 isoforms can be specifically controlled through different upstream regulators and co-activated by various combinations of such regulators (Enslen, et al., 1998) . Enhanced cell death resulting from p38 MAPK inhibition when cells are treated with arsenic trioxide (ATO) and/or bortezomib (BZM) is thought to be due to the suppression of c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) activation by p38 MAPK (Wen, et al., 2010) . In MM cells, increased killing by dexamethasone and BZM as a result of p38 MAPK inhibition was associated with reduced phosphorylation and activation of the anti-apoptotic protein heat shock protein 27 (Hideshima, et al., 2004) . In addition, the p38 MAPK inhibitor SB203580 has been shown to suppress the function of P-glycoprotein in drug resistant cell lines leading to the increased efficacy of cytotoxic drugs (Barancik, et al., 2001) . Together these studies suggest that p38 MAPK activation may mediate drug resistance via multiple mechanisms. However, how the p38 MAPK signaling pathway is involved in drug resistance, in particular the roles that the various p38 isoforms play, remains largely unknown.
In order to discover the mechanism that p38 MAPK activation may induce drug resistance, we undertook a combined proteomic analysis and mathematical modeling approach to analyzing the signaling pathways in which p38 MAPK is involved. First, a quantitative comparison of the global protein expression level profile differences existing between the individual p38 MAPK MM cell lines was accomplished by a proteomic analysis approach named liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) (Silva, et al., 2006) . This resulted in a detailed quantitative analysis of the paren-tal cell line and a quantitative comparison of this parental protein expression profile against each of the individual p38 isoform knockdown MM cell lines for all proteins isolate from the MM cell lysates. Secondly, we performed reverse phase protein array (RPPA) (Peng, et al., 2012) analysis on the MM cell lines with phospho-specific antibodies to a selected set of signaling proteins that could be present in the various p38 MAPK signaling pathways. Combining the results from these direct experimental proteomic analyses, with subsequent pathway analysis, our methodology led to the generation of a set of presumptive protein networks that are probably altered by differential expressions of various p38 isoforms.
Whereas both LC-MS and RPPA proteomic technologies have their respective strengths and weaknesses, the combined use of both allows us to get a more accurate picture of how molecular pathways are affected by the individual p38 isoform knockdown in MM. However, even though both of these proteomic technologies have recently been used quite effectively in many cancer studies, it is still extremely challenging to extrapolate temporal experimental proteomic data to the dynamic conditions inherent to cancer cell physiology and response to chemotherapy. Given the complexity of such cell signaling networks and their diverse responses to their extracellular environment (Manning and Cantley, 2007) modeling such response has proven to be difficult. Therefore, we developed a novel modeling approach to attacking this problem.
It is common to use ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to model the dynamics of signaling networks and generate testable hypothesis. Obtaining parameters in ODE models is rather challenging. One way is to search these parameters from literatures (Peng, et al., 2011) . The other way is to minimize the error between quantitative values from model and observations from biological experiments (Peng, et al., 2012) . The parameters often vary in different experimental conditions, so it is not good to directly use the values of those parameters reported in literature. Therefore, it is important to estimate the parameters in each study. In our study we developed a novel algorithm named Modularized Factor Graph (MFG) for the parameter estimation.
Furthermore, we also investigated the optimization of drug combinations for improving targetable therapies. Currently, though combinatorial drug intervention has already become a common therapeutic strategy for complex diseases such as cancer (Calzolari, et al., 2008) , it is time-consuming to screen the promising combinatorial candidates from a great number of drugs and select out the available combinations experimentally. Hence, many algorithms were developed to direct the experiments, such as drug-featurerelated combination prediction (Zhao, et al., 2011) , synergistic combination screening (Lehar, et al., 2009) , genetic algorithm (GA) (Zinner, et al., 2009 ) and floating forward selection (Calzolari, et al., 2008) . However, all of these methods did not consider the drug effects on comprehensive signaling pathways. Thus, we proposed to employ the signaling pathways to search the potential combinations for combinatorial drug intervention after establishing the ODE system from experimental data. In general, this study integrates the mass action modeling of signaling pathway, screens all drug combinations in this model and find out the promising drug combination to reduce the effects of drug resistance.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Summary of the computational approach
Fig . 1A shows the workflow of the systematic procedure to discover the mechanism of drug resistance for MM cells and explore the effects of drug combination selections. The detail is illustrated as follows.
In
Step 1, to study which pathways are significantly altered in MM cells after knockdown of p38 isoforms, we first identified the proteins significantly altered in their expression pattern among five conditions (knockdown of four individual p38 isoforms relative to the nonknockdown/control condition) in 2D LC-MS experimental data. Then we selected the enriched signaling pathways from the canonical pathway database of Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) based on the differentially and significantly expressed proteins. The generic signaling pathway (Fig. 1B) was obtained by merging the enriched signaling pathways together. In Step 2, we first refined the generic signaling pathway with specific rules. Then we modeled the refined signaling pathways (Fig. 1C) using ODEs, and developed a novel algorithm called MFG to estimate the parameters in the ODE system by fitting RPPA data to our model. In this algorithm we first decomposed the signaling pathway into smaller components and estimated the parameters in each component as initial values (or initial ranges of the parameters) of the system. The model was then trained systematically using the algorithm of belief propagation (BP) on factor graph (Kschischang, et al., 2001; Nam, et al., 2011) , and a set of smaller parameter ranges was obtained. Then the parameters were refined through the smaller parameter ranges using the algorithm of particle swarm optimization (PSO) (Iadevaia, et al., 2010; Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995) . In Step 3, we analyzed the parameters obtained from the previous step and discovered some new mechanisms and explored the novel drug combinations that reduce the drug resistance. Finally, we validated our model's predictions of altered MM signaling interactions and responses to various drug combinations via Western blotting. 
Experimental procedures
Cell cultures and reagents
Human MM cell line RPMI 8226 was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (Rockville, MD, USA) and cultured as previously described (Wen, et al., 2011) . IKK inhibitor Bay 11-7082 (BIOMOL Research Labs, Plymouth Meeting, PA, USA) and MEK inhibitor PD 184352 (Enzo Life Sciences, Exeter, UK) were prepared according to manufacturer's manuals. ATO (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and BZM (Millennium Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA, USA) were prepared as previously described (Wen, et al., 2010) .
p38 isoforms knockdown
shRNA recombinant vectors to knock down p38 , p38 , p38 and p38 were constructed using BLOCK-iTTM Pol II miR RNAi Expression Vector Kits and BLOCK-iTTM Lentiviral Pol II miR RNAi Expression System according to manufacturer's manual (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). After transduction with high-titer lentivirus in RPMI 8226 cells and following Blasticidin selection, the knockdown efficiency was monitored by Western blotting. For each isoform, 4-8 vectors were constructed and finally the one with the highest knockdown efficiency was chosen for further experiments.
Liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) RPMI 8226
with individual p38 isoform (p38 , p38 , p38 and p38 ) knockdown cells and control (RPMI 8226 stably transfected with empty vector) cells were obtained as described above, and then LC-MS experiments were performed for all these cell lines by well-established LC-MS methodology (Silva, et al., 2006; Zinner, et al., 2009 ) following enhanced up-front separation of tryptic peptides derived from the cell line proteomes by 2D-RP/RP-nano LC (Gilar, et al., 2005) .
Reverse phase protein array (RPPA)
RPMI 8226 with individual p38 isoform knockdown cells and control cells were cultured in 96-well plate and treated with ATO (1 μM) or BZM (10 nM) or their combination. Samples with 0, 5, 10, 30, 60 or 90 minutes of treatments were collected for RPPA performed at the RPPA Core Facility of MD Anderson Cancer Center (Houston, TX, USA) as previously described (Peng, et al., 2012) .
2.2.5
Cell growth assay RPMI 8226 with individual p38 isoform knockdown cells and control cells were cultured in 96-well plate and treated with ATO (1 μM) or BZM (10 nM) or vehicle (no-drug). The cell growth after 24, 48 or 72 hours of treatment was then assessed by MTT assay (Chemicon International, Temecula, CA, USA) as previously described (Wen, et al., 2008) . All samples were assayed in triplicate.
2.2.6
Cell apoptosis assay RPMI 8226 cells were cultured and treated with MEK1/2 inhibitor PD 184352 (1 μM) or IKK inhibitor Bay 11-7082 (2.5 μM) or BZM (10 nM) or their combinations as specified in the figure legend. The cell apoptosis after 24 hours of treatment was then assessed by Annexin V assay (BD Pharmingen) as previously described (Wen, et al., 2008) . All samples were assayed in triplicate.
2.2.7
Western blotting RPMI 8226 with p38 knockdown cells and control cells were cultured and treated with BZM (10 nM). Whole cell lysates were prepared and lysate proteins were size fractionated by SDS-PAGE (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) and then electroblotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes. The blots were probed with the following antibodies: anti-Phospho-ERK 1/2 and anti-ERK 1/2 (Cell signaling Technology, Danvers, MA, USA).
RESULTS
LC-MS datasets analysis
A quantitative LC-MS approach to characterize the MM proteome was initially undertaken to profile the global proteome differences observed in MM cell lines following knockdown of each of the individual p38 isoforms relative to the parental MM phenotype.
Using the microRNAs methodology as described in Materials and Methods, we first established 4 different RPMI 8226 MM cell sub-lines with stably silenced expression of p38 , p38 , p38 and p38 respectively, as well as an RPMI 8226 MM cell sub-line stably transfected with empty vector as the negative control. Then we performed the LC-MS experiments for all cell lines as described in Materials and Methods. The LC-MS data were then processed, normalized and compared across the various cell lines using IdentityE and ExpressionE proteome analysis algorithms in the software of Protein Lynx Global Server v2.4 (Waters, Milford, MA, USA). For the purpose of protein identification, dataindependent analysis (MS E ) was performed against the Uniprot human database (release 2010_08; comprised of 20,280 protein entries) with a minimum criteria of 3 high scoring (Confidence Interval > 95%) peptide matches per unique protein identification, and a database search false discovery rate of < 1% using both a reversed and randomized Uniprot human database as the decoy target database. Using this approach we were able to unambiguously identify and quantify 1744 unique proteins (from 36,254 unique peptides) across the MM cell lines, from which 310 were identified as statistically significant alterations (with p-value < 0.05) in their expression level patterns relative to the parental control cell line across all of the individual p38 isoform knockdown conditions. To simplify the discussion we denoted , , and knockdown conditions as knockdown conditions 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Then, for each detected protein we calculated a relative ratio defined by = ⁄ , where and represent the relative abundances of protein from knockdown condition and control condition, respectively. Such an analysis resulted in > 1.2 or < 0.83 that finally were used to get the up or down regulated proteins, respectively. The results from the LC-MS datasets analysis are provided in Supplementary S1.
Constructing the generic signaling pathway
In Mitsos's paper (Mitsos, et al., 2009) , the generic signaling pathway was built in the neighborhood of 5 stimuli and 13 measurements and then created from canonical pathways found in IPA with subsequently manual curation. In addition, Iadevaia's paper (Iadevaia, et al., 2010) obtained the generic signaling pathway involving about 23 proteins related with pathways stimulated by the ligand insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF-1) in the MDA-MB231 breast cancer cell line without giving the detailed criteria. However, in our paper, we present a new strategy to get the generic signaling pathway.
We first picked out four significantly changed protein sets (shown in Supplementary S1) corresponding to the four conditions which were then fed into IPA to find out the important pathways related with each condition. The selected pathways were ranked by p-value (the p-value associated with a biological process is a measure of its statistical significance with respect to the Pathways Eligible molecules for the dataset, which are the overlapped proteins between our selected proteins and proteins in the pathway candidate and a Reference Set of molecules (molecules in the pathway candidates). The p-value was calculated with the right tailed Fisher's Exact Test). Then we obtained 54 pathways with pvalues of less than 0.05 and selected 20 pathways as the most important pathways according to the literature about MM (Mitsiades, et al., 2002; Podar, et al., 2001 ). The total 54 pathways and the selected 20 pathways are provided in Supplementary S2.
These selected 20 pathways include PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway, MAPK/ERK pathway, VEGF pathway, and so on. The descrip-tions of the pathways are provided in Supplementary S3. Because these 20 pathways share a lot of proteins with others, we finally merged these pathways together through shared proteins and obtained the generic signaling pathway (Fig. 1B) .
Refining the generic signaling pathway
Limited to the inadequate experimental data, it is almost impossible to optimize the parameters of the generic signaling pathway described by ODEs. Hence, we refined the generic signaling pathway by the following rules. First, the refined signaling pathway keeps those pathways closely related with p38 MAPK protein, including PI3K/AKT pathway, NFкB pathway and ERK pathway. p38 is the most important protein in this study, since our focus herein is to explore the underlying mechanisms of drug resistance in MM closely related with p38 (especially the p38 isoforms). Second, we compressed the cascades in which a series of proteins impinge on one protein to that central protein. This rule will help keep the structure of the signaling pathway and largely simplify the complexity of the signaling pathway, and this rule was originally proposed in the literature (Saez-Rodriguez, et al., 2009 ). Third, we retained the pathways containing P70S6 kinase (P70S6K) and poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP), for these two genes regulate the cell growth and cell apoptosis which are two important phenotypes for studying the effects of drugs in our specific study.
Fig . 1C shows the refined signaling pathway. This pathway is stimulated by growth factors (GFs, including IGF-1, transforming growth factor alpha (TGF-α), and so on) or physical contact. On the one hand, the activated growth factor receptor (GFR) phosphorylates and activates adaptor protein Shc and then the phosphorylated Shc (pShc) activates Ras-GDP. The activated Ras-GDP (Ras-GTP) further triggers MAPK cascade Raf-1MEK1/2ERK1/2 which finally activates P70S6K. On the other hand, the activated GFR phosphorylates and activates insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1) and then phosphorylated IRS-1 (pIRS-1) activates PI3K. Phosphorylated PI3K (pPI3K) then activates the cascade PDK1AKTmTOR which finally phosphorylates P70S6K. There are three cross-talks between these two cascades: pPI3K activates RAF proto-oncogene serine/threonine-protein kinase (Raf-1), Ras-GTP phosphorylates AKT, and phosphorylated AKT (pAKT) promotes the dephosphorylation of Raf-1. Accordingly phosphorylated P70S6K (p_P70S6K) leads to cell growth. Both Ras-GTP and pPI3K activate MAPK kinase 4/7 (MKK4/7). Activated MKK4/7 (pMKK4/7) activates JNK, p38, and IκB kinase (IKK) respectively. pAKT also activates IKK. Phosphorylated JNK (pJNK) activates c-Jun and BAX and inhibits B-cell lymphoma-extra large (BCL-XL). Phosphorylated p38 (p_p38) activates BCL-XL and BAX. IKK further activates NFкB. Activated c-Jun (p_c-Jun) and BAX promote the cleavage of PARP and both BCL-XL and activated NFкB (pNFкB) inhibit the cleavage of PRAP. The cleavaged PARP (cPARP) leads to cell apoptosis. In addition, there are three negative feedback loops: phosphorylated ERK1/2 (pERK1/2) inhibits the activation of Ras and the phosphorylation of IRS-1, and pAKT inhibits the phosphorylation of IRS-1.
RPPA data
The purpose of this paper is to study drug resistance using RPPA data. Since we only have 153 proteins in RPPA chips and some important proteins may be missed in RPPA chips due to no antibodies of those proteins in the current market, we first used LC-MS to determine the generic signaling pathway related to MM, and then RPPA was employed to explore new mechanisms in MM cell line based on the above refined generic signaling pathway and find out the promising drug combination at the end.
Using microRNAs methodology as described in Materials and Methods, we first established 4 different RPMI 8226 MM cell sublines with stably silenced expression of p38α, p38β, p38γ and p38δ respectively, as well as an RPMI 8226 MM cell sub-line stably transfected with empty vector as the negative control. Then we treated all cell lines with ATO (1 μM) or BZM (10 nM) or their combination with the time-course: 0, 5, 10, 30, 60 and 90 minutes and performed the RPPA experiments for total 80 samples (only 5 samples needed for the initial time point) as described in Materials and Methods. Finally, we got dynamic concentration data of total 153 proteins in RPPA chips including phosphorylation levels of 16 proteins in our pathway shown in Fig. 1C . Supplementary S4 provides the heat map and clustering result for the whole dataset, as well as an example of the information flow of the dataset used in our pathway modeling study.
Modeling the pathway
According to the description of the pathway in Fig. 1C , we can build the whole ODEs system using the law of mass action. Generally, there are total 40 ODEs and 53 parameters in the model. In addition, we have RPPA data on 16 proteins with 5 time-points for each to be used to train our model for each condition of total 15 conditions. Using the law of mass action equations to describe signaling pathway has been wildly employed in the previous research (Chen, et al., 2009; Iadevaia, et al., 2010) . Here we take the reaction of pAKT as an example to explain how to build the ODEs by modeling the dynamic of concentration of pAKT. Figure 1C shows that three proteins, i.e., Ras-GTP, pPI3K and phoshorylated PDK1 (pPDK1), can activate AKT, which means that there are three producing terms in the model. Here is the ODE to describe this reaction: denote the phosphorylation rates of AKT activated by pPDK1, pPI3K and Ras-GTP, respectively; denotes the dephosphorylation rate of pAKT. The first three terms in positive form on the right side of the equation describe three producing terms and the last term in negative form describes consuming term. The detailed equations of the whole signaling pathway are provided in Supplementary S5.
Model training
The measured time course data of proteins from RPPA experiment contain relevant information about the regulatory loops and crosstalks comprising the signaling pathway. In this paper, we developed a new algorithm to fit the model to the time course data of 16 proteins and infer 53 unknown parameters for each condition. The new algorithm is described as follows.
Parameter estimation
Along with development of biology science, signaling pathways and their models are becoming more and more important and complicated. For example, Chen's model (Chen, et al., 2009 ) consisted of 499 ODEs, which tracked the dynamics of 828 reactions, and 229 parameters. It is impossible to optimize so many parameters in such a large signaling pathway by classical gradient algorithms or evolution algorithms such as GA. For this reason, our novel optimization algorithm decomposed the large signaling pathway into small components and estimated the parameters in each component. And then, we can relieve the heavy and complicated computation requests to obtain better results with lesser error between simulated data and experimental data. Most works on pathway model decomposition focus on identification of small functional sub-networks or network motifs using structural features of the signaling pathways (Rahat, et al., 2009; Shoval and Alon, 2010) . However, our decomposition approach considers the forms of the phosphorylation reactions that drive the flow of bimolecular signals. Our approach is briefly summarized as the following steps ( Fig. 2A) . First, we constructed the mathematical model of the signaling pathway by mass action equations (see previous section of 'modeling the pathway' for detail) and meanwhile represented the signaling pathway using hybrid functional Petri net (HFPN) (Tang and Wang, 2012) . Second, guided by some heuristic rules HFPN was decomposed into small components (Fig.  2B-2C ) in which the parameters can be efficiently estimated. Third, we estimated the parameters of each component via PSO algorithm (Iadevaia, et al., 2010; Kennedy and Eberhart, 1995) . Fourth, we decomposed the signaling pathway into sub-pathways and then used factor graph (Kschischang, et al., 2001; Nam, et al., 2011) to represent the sub-pathways. Fifth, we reconciled the parameters of different sub-pathways via BP algorithm (Kschischang, et al., 2001; Nam, et al., 2011) based on the results from the third step as the initial values and get the best set of parameter ranges. Finally, the ultimate parameters of the whole signaling pathway were obtained using PSO algorithm regarding to the ranges of these parameters obtained from the fifth step.
From above procedures, there are three levels ( Fig. 2A ) in our algorithm: initialization, modularized factor graph and refinement. In the first level, PSO is employed to estimate the parameters in each component. Because the number of parameters in each component is rather small, we can get the results effectively and efficiently. However, the results are obtained component by component, so it is necessary to estimate the parameters systematically. In the second level, we construct factor graph of signaling pathway and apply BP algorithm to estimate the parameters systematically and get the best set of parameter ranges. In the last level, we refine the parameters within the best set of parameter ranges using PSO algorithm. We describe more details about the procedures as follows.
(1) Hybrid Functional Petri Net: A HFPN is a directed bipartite graph consisting of two types of nodes: places and transitions (Fig.  2B) . In our case, places and transitions represent proteins and reactions, respectively, and they are connected by arcs to indicate the flow of reactants (input) and products (output). Finally, HFPN and ODEs system can represent the signaling pathway map equivalently. The details are provided in Supplementary S6.
(2) Pathway Decomposition: Guided by specific rules, we obtained the decomposed signaling pathway shown in Fig. 2C where there are 16 components marked by numbers 1-16. The detailed rules of decomposition are provided in Supplementary S7.
(3) Parameter Estimation of Components:
Parameter estimation can be formulated as an optimization problem with ODEs constrains with the values of state variables at selected discrete timepoints as the output of the system. We denote the time-series measurements of protein concentration levels as ( ) and the theoretical results obtained from ODEs model as ( , Θ) , where is the index of protein, is the time point, and Θ is the parameter vector, which can be obtained by the following formula
where = 1 (max ( )) 2 ⁄ , and denote the number of proteins and the number of time points in the component, respectively. The PSO algorithm was used to optimize the above problem.
In order to guarantee the stability of our algorithm, we repeated the PSO algorithms ten times to get the best result for each component. To improve the efficiency of computation, we employed the following strategy to estimate the parameters component by component. In principle, calculating the parameters in Component needs the estimated parameters in Component 1 to Component − 1 because there could be one or a few more proteins in the previous Components linked to the proteins in current Component. This step is a local optimization.
(4) Constructing Factor Graph of Signaling Pathway: After local optimization (estimating parameters component by component), we were to do global optimization. In the beginning, we decomposed the pathway into two sub-pathways ( Fig. 2D-2E) . Each has about half of proteins in the whole pathway. This decomposition method can reduce the complexity of computation and improve performance of optimization by reducing the dimension of search space. The decomposition method has the following steps.
First, we labeled the protein nodes connecting with one of the phenotypes using different Arabic numbers. The phenotypes defined here are the outputs of the signaling pathway, i.e., cell growth and cell apoptosis. Second, the upstream proteins activating or inhibiting the protein labeled with Arabic number were also marked with Arabic number . In that way we tagged all proteins in the whole pathway with different Arabic numbers and then defined the pathway as one sub-pathway in which the proteins were tagged by the same number. Third, if two sub-pathways share 90% proteins, we merged these two sub-pathways together as one subpathway. Fourth, if one sub-pathway has twice as many proteins as in other sub-pathways, then we further decomposed this big subpathway by repeating the above three steps. Fig. 2D-2E shows the results of decomposition. In principle, we can estimate the parameters in each sub-pathway using PSO. However, conflict exists for some parameters related to the shared proteins in Components 1 to 4 (see Fig. 2C ) if we estimate these parameters from different sub-pathways. BP algorithm is regarded as an approach to reconcile this kind of conflict and presented as messages updating equations on factor graph. Hence we need to represent our signaling pathway as factor graph. A factor graph is an undirected bipartite graph consisting of factor nodes and variable nodes. In our present setting, the signaling pathway is represented as Petri net composed of places, transitions and arcs (Fig.  2B) . We transformed the Petri net to factor graph by substituting places with factor nodes, substituting transitions with variable nodes, and reserving all arcs. Fig. 2F-2G shows an example of constructing factor graph. As we can see, when one protein is shared by two different sub-pathways, we set two factor nodes for this protein. Finally, we constructed the factor graph for our signaling pathway, which combined together two factor graphs corresponding to two sub-pathways decomposed above.
(5) Reconciling the Parameters via BP Algorithm: To reconcile the conflicts among the parameters of the shared species, we first defined individual compatibility function for each factor node in the context of individual factor graph and then combined all the compatibility functions across two factor graphs (or the combined factor graph) in one objective function through which the shared parameters can be optimized by applying BP algorithm (see Supplementary S8 for details). Note that the initial values (or the initial ranges) of the parameters used in BP algorithm were obtained from the step of initialization of our MFG algorithm. Finally, the best set of ranges of the model parameters with smaller lengths of intervals can be obtained through BP algorithm from the initial ranges with larger lengths of intervals.
(6) Refining the Estimated Parameters: Through above steps, we obtained the best set of ranges of the parameters. Finally, the ultimate estimates of the parameters were obtained using PSO algorithm regarding to those ranges. This step was repeated ten times to get the best result by improving the stability of our algorithm.
Implementation of the MFG system
To make the proposed MFG algorithm clearer, we provide an example model in Supplementary S9 (along with performance evaluation and theoretic exploration), and we further make all the related source codes and the RPPA experimental data publicly available (http://ctsb.is.wfubmc.edu/publications/modularized-factorgraph.php). For MM, we used the concentration levels of proteins at 0 min as the controls to normalize the protein profiles, i.e., the normalized protein profile at any time t is the ratio of the raw protein profile at time t over the one at time 0. That means the initial values of phosphoproteins in our ODEs systems are all set as 1.
First, from the RPPA data we got the timescale of producing reactions and consuming reactions, and then roughly calculated the original ranges of all parameters as [10 -7 , 10 3 ] via response time of reactions. When we picked up 1000 sets of parameters randomly from this range, the values of Pearson's correlations between simulation results and experimental data were nearly zeros (data not shown). Second, we went through the level of initialization of our MFG algorithm to get the initial estimates of the parameters and then used them to narrow the original ranges of the parameters to the ranges with all the lengths of intervals as only 1 and with the centers at the initial estimates. Note that the corresponding new range was set as [0, 1] if the initial estimate of a certain parameter was less than 0.5. When we picked out 1000 sets of parameters randomly from those ranges, the values of Pearson's correlation for the phosphorylated proteins were improved but still generally low and some were roughly located between 0.5-0.6 except for pShc (data are provided in Supplementary S10). Finally, they were significantly improved after running the level of modularized factor graph, for the Pearson's correlations for many proteins have been between 0.8-0.93 (Supplementary S10). Therefore, these results suggest that the proposed MFG approach is very efficient in training big ODEs systems given the initial parameter range setting.
For each condition, we estimated the parameters using the above algorithm and the 42-thread parallel computation took about 8 hours on the high-performance computational server (Dell PowerEdge R815, AMD OperonTM 6172, 2.1GHz, 64GB Memory, Linux 2.6.32, Debian 2.6.32-31). The fitting results are provided in Supplementary S11. These results again show that the proposed MFG works well in modeling complex signaling pathways with limited phosphoproteomics information. In addition, we performed the parameter identifiability and sensitivity analysis for all the final ODEs models in all conditions (see Supplemenatry S12 for details). The results show that about 80% parameters are identifiable in the models and the models are considerably stable as well. 
Drug resistance shown by experimental results
To assess whether each p38 isoform has distinctive function in mediating drug resistance, we performed MTT cell growth assay as described in Materials and Methods. Fig. 3 shows the effects of the drugs on the growth of p38 isoform knockdown MM cells. Results show that, in vehicle condition, p38 knockdown cells proliferated to about 2 folds after 48 hours (h) and about 3.5 folds after 72 h compared with starting point. In contrast, the control and p38 / / knockdown cells proliferated to 5-7 folds after 72 h. Both ATO and BZM can inhibit cell growth in all cases. However, these cell lines showed different resistance to ATO and BZM. For example, 72 h ATO treatment inhibited 80% of cell growth in p38 knockdown cells but only 60% in p38 knockdown cells compared with vehicle. Also, 72 h BZM treatment inhibited 60% of cell growth in p38 knockdown cells but only 15% in p38 knockdown cells compared with vehicle. These results manifested that the functions of p38 isoforms are not redundant, at least not always. The p38 knockdown cells are more sensitive to ATO or BZM treatment, which is consistent with our previously report that SB203580, a specific inhibitor to p38 / , can synergistically enhance ATOinduced or ATO/BZM combination induced cytotoxicity in MM cells (Wen, et al., 2008) . To our surprise, p38 knockdown cells exhibited distinct outcome after ATO/BZM treatment, which has not been reported to our knowledge. p38 knockdown kept MM cells in a more inactive status in non-drug condition and conferred MM cells higher resistance to ATO and BZM.
Identifying new mechanisms and experimental validation
In order to determine the mechanisms of drug resistance in MM triggered by p38 isoforms, using proposed MFG approach we trained the pathway models separately based on RPPA data from three different MM cell lines, i.e., control cell line, p38 knockdown cell line and p38 knockdown cell line, all treated with BZM. Fig. 4A illustrates the result of an important part of the estimated parameters of models in three conditions considered, from which some new mechanisms related to drug resistance may be predicted. First, Fig. 4A interestingly shows that four parameters are rather small (less than 10 -6 ) for all three conditions, which are related to four reactions including p_mTOR phosphorylating P70S6K, pJNK activating BAX, p_p38 activating BAX and p_c-Jun activating PARP. In our models, the parameter values mean specific reaction rates in signaling pathway. When a parameter is rather small, we regard the corresponding reaction may not exist in the signaling pathway. From the results of parameter estimation, therefore, the four reactions identified above may not exist in the signaling pathway, which are illustrated as dash lines with red crosses in Fig. 4B . Secondly, Fig. 4A shows that the reaction rate of p38 phosphorylating ERK1/2 in p38 knockdown condition is much smaller than that in both control condition and p38 knockdown condition, which predicts that p38 isoform may synergistically promote the phosphorylation of ERK1/2. This result is illustrated as brown bold line in Fig. 4B and was validated by Western blotting in Fig. 4C . In addition, Fig. 4A shows that the reaction rate of pAKT phosphorylating IKK in p38 knockdown condition is much smaller than that in both control condition and p38 knockdown condition, which predicts that p38 isoform may synergistically promote the phosphorylation of IKK by pAKT. This result is illustrated as green bold line in Fig. 4B . Finally, from the illustration of Fig. 4B we summarize that p38 isoforms result in drug resistance in MM via regulating the related pathways including ERK pathway and NFкB pathway. ERK pathway regulating cell growth is synergistically regulated by p38 isoform, whereas NFкB pathway regulating cell apoptosis is synergistically regulated by p38 isoform. where the dash lines with red crosses highlight the reactions that may not exist and the brown bold line and green bold line highlight the reactions related to drug resistance specifically through p38 isoform and p38 isoform respectively. (C) Experimental validation for the existence of the reaction of p38 phosphorylating ERK1/2 through p38 isoform from Western blotting results of ERK1/2 in two conditions, i.e., negative/control cell line treated with BZM and p38 knockdown cell line treated with BZM. 
Screening drug combinations
To find out the optimal drug treatment to BZM-resistant MM cells, we screened drug treatments in silico based on our constructed pathway model in condition of MM control cell line treated with BZM shown in Fig. 4B . In the procedure of simulation, if we want to simulate the inhibition of a certain protein by a certain drug, we let the corresponding reaction rates related to this protein equal to 10 -6 (a rather small number) for the purpose of simplification; on the other hand, the effects of drug treatment, i.e., cell growth and cell apoptosis, were simulated by the concentration levels of two protein marks p_P70S6K and cPARP, respectively. Then, we first screened one drug treatments throughout all the proteins in the pathway except for GFR. The simulation results showed that it was unable to significantly inhibit cell growth and promote cell apoptosis simultaneously to reach good therapeutic effect (data not shown). Next, we screened two-drug combinations and finally found out the promising drug combination, i.e., ERK1/2 and NFкB, which is illustrated using red hammerheads in the pathway in Fig. 5A . Fig. 5B shows the simulation result of the promising drug combination treatment effects, which demonstrates that the predicted treatment enhances cell apoptosis and inhibits cell growth simultaneously and significantly. Finally, the prediction of drug combinations from computational screening was partially validated from cell apoptosis analysis. As shown in Fig. 5C , after 24 h treatment, MEK1/2 inhibitor PD 184352 combined with IKK inhibitor Bay 11-7082 induced 60% apoptosis, in presence of BZM.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, the generic signaling pathway was firstly built from LC-MS data. Then we developed a novel computational procedure involving the mass action modeling with a new optimization algorithm called MFG to train the models against the experimental data (RPPA) and estimate the unknown parameters in the models. The trained models were then employed to analyze the new mechanisms triggered by different p38 isoforms in the MM cell lines treated with ATO or BZM. The new mechanisms were partially validated via Western blotting. Based on the predicted results we then screened drug combinations and found the promising drug combination to reduce the effects of drug resistance.
We compared the proposed MGF algorithm with pure PSO and GA. The computational cost of pure PSO was huge and the accuracy was not good. The classical GA was inefficient compared with MFG, because the dimensions of searching space were big. However, in MFG the level of initialization was used to decrease the dimensions of searching spacing and the level of modularized factor graph was designed to optimize the objective function systematically based on the smaller searching space. Accordingly, the consuming time was less and it cost about 8 hours to estimate 53 parameters in ODEs model, whereas it took almost 5 days to get the results using GA or PSO. However, there's still room to further improve the efficiency of MFG algorithm. First, we could replace PSO in the refinement level of MFG algorithm with gradient algorithm such as Levenberg-Marquardt or Gaussian-Newton, because convergent speed of gradient algorithm is faster than heuristic optimization algorithm such as PSO and GA when it searches the optimal solutions locally (Marquardt, 1963) . Second, the optimization process guided by PSO in the step of parameter estimation of components almost cost half of the whole running time. Therefore, more efficient optimization algorithm is expected in future work. In addition, some further discussions from the biological point of view are provided in Supplementary S13.
